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ABSTRACT:-The main aim of this project is to build an Android application that provides 
consummate security for our astute phone and backup storage of our valuable data. In the 
present, a plethora of astute phone applications are developed to track, but still it's not 
genuinely comfortable in kenning that.[13] Every user secures their mobile with a password. 
User gives their pristine password through android app to access the mobile consummately. In 
case your mobile has been glommed and the larcenist gives erroneous password in your mobile 
then he can’t access the data. All data are stored in encrypted format. User gives erroneous 
password designates does not view the data because all the data stored in the recollection card 
is encrypted format.[14] Images are stored in cloud server piecemeal withal recollection card. 
Pristine user only accesses the mobile phone. 
 
KEYWORDS:-  Uploading files and images, user key, single user access, cloud computing, .gpg 
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INRODUCTION 

 
The wide spread use of wireless networks and mobile devices have been enough to change our 
lives. With lots of features and performance of sensitive information and / or personal 
development carried out in order to protect these devices brings new challenges. The unique 
result of new security features for mobile devices.[8] For example, the limited computing power, 
storage space, battery life, of course, with mobile devices instead of computers fitted with a 
weight reduction of serious and complex encryption algorithm to cause. Furthermore, the 
portability of mobile devices enables responsible for stolen or lost. [12]Therefore, the security 
approach to distributed data storage system can be taken directly to the new range. Statistics 
show that 22% of PDA owners lost their equipment and 81% of their lost equipment no security. 
Worse, PDAs, bank account information, such as sensitive information on corporate data, 
passwords, and more than 37%. 
For this reason, some companies, the company's data PDA or mobile devices to store 
employees are not allowed to use. However, effective security easy to fill and will be able to use 
Without fear of data loss or compromise of these tools to make a better country. The hardest 
part of the rating data encryption for data security in the event of conflicting requirements for 
mobile devices. This captured data in mobile devices to decrypt opponents should be 
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computationally, encryption / decryption operations to the users to be reasonably efficient. In 
addition, to reduce the leakage of the battery, should not consume too much energy 
calculations. Their own research (SE), a novel stream cipher encryption, the project is proposed 
to resolve the conflict. N key stream length is flexible and will depend on security requirements. 
Then we classified using key stream bit stream.[13] Key stream encrypted and stored in the 
mobile device are stored separately. An opponent has zero knowledge of the encryption 
algorithm, the actual data rate is very difficult to correct. Since most people user the same 
contrivance for private and business applications, private as well as corporate data is often in 
jeopardy of getting purloined.  
To bulwark mobile data on perspicacious phones against physical larceny, private people and 
company regulations commenced to switch from simple PIN locks to encryption technologies.[7] 
Setting a PIN lock is not ample for fending data against unauthorized access, because 
adversaries can bypass the system software and access storage media directly, e.g., by re 
plugging and accessing. This android application provides security by adopting encryption 
technique. It will encrypt all data present in our phone and as well as memory card. If we give 
erroneous password, it will not decrypt our data. So that unauthorized person can’t access our 
phone. For backup purport It will store images from gallery to cloud server and also it consist 
various features, that is screen lock, encryption of all data ,automated photos upload, sign off 
from all necessary account that is Gmail , Facebook , WhatsApp etc. 
 
LITRATURE SURVEY 

 
The Design of the Mobile Phone Module Information Encryption System Based on FPGA [1] by 
Haoran Sun Electron. Eng. Coll., Heilongjiang Univ., Harbin, China Qun Ding Electron. Eng. 
Coll., Heilongjiang Univ., Harbin, Chinamainly designs a hardware encryption system based on 
GSM FPGA module and uses RSA public key encryption algorithm and implements the design 
of SMS encryption system. 
 Authenticated Encryption with Length Expansion for Storage Contrivances ,byMatthew Ball 
designates requisites for cryptographic units that provide encryption and Authentication for data 
contained within storage media. 
Developing mobile messages security application using 3D playfair Cipher algorithm [2] by 
Swati Singh ;Reetika Jain ; Pranay Deep ; SakshiAgarwal , provides security of message of an 
android phone which contains alphabets, numbers and special characters. 3D-Playfair algorithm 
provides fastest high level security with less complexity. This application will display all 
messages in encrypted form and it decrypt after verification of valid   user. 
Efficient cloud storage confidentiality to ensure data security [3] by L. Arockiam  mainly designs 
for backup purpose. We can store our data in cloud and provide security for that data. In this 
article we are providing security and backup for our cloud data. 
Adaptive and dynamic mobile phone data encryption method [4] by Cao Wanpeng  enhances 
the security of user data in the clouds, we present an adaptive and dynamic data encryption 
method to encrypt user data in the mobile phone. Afore it uploaded, the analysis shows this 
method possesses the higher security because the more dynamics and arbitrariness are 
adaptively incorporated into the encryption process. 
A Secure screen lock system for android smart phone using accelerometer sensor by Ms. R. 
Srilekha, Mr. D. Jayakumar [5] is designed for effective mode of security lock for android 
phones. It contains security lock feature like unlock of android phone is by shaking our devices 
by using accelerometer sensor. 
 
3. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
In the present application App Lock is somewhat similar to propose application. 
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APP LOCK 
App lock is best security app for smart phone user. App lock locks all important apps like 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Contact and Gallery. It gives easily backup all your locked photos and 
videos. it supports android 7 version Nougat. App lock has built-in camera and a secure browser 
from where you can secure download video and picture immediately. It gives fast encryption 
and decryption.App lock secures your photos and videos with fast encryption and decryption 
techniques. No need to worry about losing  previous picture and videos you can easily backup 
them from Drop box. 
Security feature: It hides app lock icon so no one know that you are using App lock to protect 
your apps.It hides from list of working apps immediately after you exit. 
Switch to other app immediately with shake, flick or placing palm of your hand on screen. 
DISADVAN TAGES 

 Does not encrypt external memory so in case of phone lost or memory card lost our 
valuable data can be used by unauthorized person. 

 It takes more memory for encryption. 

 It needs continuously internet for uploading images. 

 Unreliable 

 Less secure 

 Less effective 
 
4. PROPOSED MODEL 
 
In proposed system user gets proper security what they need in smart phone.[9] The main 
objective of this project is to provide a complete security of data present inside the phone. This 
app consist various features, that is screen lock, encryption of all data, automated photos 
upload, sign off from all necessary account that is Gmail , Facebook , WhatsApp etc. It provides 
upload process for all captured images by users in drop box. It will automatically sign off from 
account which installed in phone. Also it uses encryption technique which will encrypt all data 
present in phone memory or external memory and after giving correct password it will decrypt all 
data present in memory and give it to user. it provides download process also from drop box to 
gallery. This application uses dotgpg encryption technique, which allows it to secure your data 
present in internal memory and also synchronize dropbox with your gallery.[9] To add dotgpg 
directory we need to generate public key. This application will be available only for android user 
and supports android version 6.0. 

 
Figure:1  Architecture Diagram  
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5. USER INTEGRATED OUTPUT 
 
This application made for security purpose. Which provide security for our data present in our 
phone like picture, file etc. in this application we are encrypted our all folder and generating one 
public key by using that public key only we can decrypt our data. Additional feature as it will 
logout from all account if you gives wrong password.  
 

 
 

Figure2: Screen Design  
 
 

 
 

Figure:3 Screen Navigation Pattern 1 
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Figure:4 Screen Navigation Pattern 2  
 
 

 
 

Figure:5 Dropbox  
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Figure:6 Security Lock  

 
6. METHODOLOGY 
 
This application uses dotgpg encryption technique. This gives fast result. Dotgpg is let you read 
and write your encrypted file. Your encrypted file will be just a normal file you can store them in 
dropbox and share them. To read our encrypted files we are using syntax as dotgpg cat. Dotgpg 
mainly designed for storing production secrets like API keys, Database password. 
$dotgpg cat production.gpg 

For generating public key        GPGpassphraseforConrad.irwin@gmail.com 

To add other people in your team we are using dotgpg add. To run this command we need their 
public key that is dotgpg key. 
Once we added them then we have to run [git commit] or let dropbox to synchronize. 
To add people to your dotgpg directory, we need to send our gag public key to that person who 
has already access. To get this we run dotgpg key then email someone who is having access, 
to see who is having access we use (ls.gpg). dotgpg is a tool for backing up your secrets and 
share password securely. Sometimes people don’t need access to dotgpg. To remove them we 
use dotgpg rm. For security issue it is unreadable for an attacker because (a) A file encrypted 
by GnuPG cannot be decrypted except by someone with having access of recipient’s private 
key. (b) No one has access to our GPG private key.  
Your GPG private keys are stored encrypted on your laptop. 
To deployment we recommend using dotenv for production secrets and storing them .env file as 
config/dotgpg/production.gpg in our web repository after this we are initializing it as 
(dotgpginit/config/dotgpg) 
 

7. MODULE DESCRIPTION 
 
Linking Application To Drop box 
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In this module we are going to link our application with drop box. We are uploading and 
downloading images from the drop box. In this linking process we are synchronizing our 
application with drop box. We can upload our captured images as well as previous images in 
drop box by clicking one button. For linking process we have to give our drop box id and 
password and press ok. 
Upload Camera Captured Images 
This module is used to help the uploading process. In this we are uploading directly our camera 
captured images to drop box by pressing / clicking one button. This module helps us to decide 
whether the captured images are important or not. if it is important then upload it in drop box.   
Screen Lock Module 
In this module is utilized to help the User by securing his and her phone. Screen lock is securing 
user phone from unauthenticated user. This module secures phone lock screen. In this module  
we are providing password for our screen lock that password can be either numeric password or 
gesture. [10] we are using encryption technology for protecting our phone from opponent.[11] 
Automatically Sign Off from Google Account 
When user gives wrong password to access your phone then this module will close your entire 
Google account, and sent you a unauthorized access message. With the help of this module we 
and log out from any account but currently we are performing on Google account. 
Recover Password 
To recover the password we are again using .gpg technique for recovery. In this module we are 
recovering our password in case of forgotten the password. We are setting one registered email 
id, on that email id we are sending recovery password link to set new password. This module 
will use full for recovery purpose.   
ADVANTAGES 
It uses fast encryption and decryption technique to secure your data from third party. It uploads 
captured images to Drop box immediately. It gives option to download and upload picture and 
video from Drop box .It will automatically sign off from all account and also will create dummy 
screen to make opponent full, if you will give wrong password. It is reliable and fast. More 
effective. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
 Android contrivances with an unlocked boot loader are vulnerably susceptible to classic 
evil maid attacks because the system partition is unencrypted. Even worse, all Android 
contrivances are vulnerably susceptible to networked evil maid attacks, because the pre-boot 
environment exhibits a uniform PIN prompt. Users have no chance to digitally identify a fraud 
afore entering a PIN because prompts outwardly appear identical on homogeneous Android 
phones. The susceptibility we exploit genuinely arises from the fact that PIN prompts in Android 
are not tamper-proof such that users can facilely be eluded into indicting their passwords into 
unauthentically spurious prompts. 
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